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ABSTRACT
Ever since the Internet has become widely available, ques-
tion and answer sites have been used as a knowledge sharing
service. Users ask the community about how to solve prob-
lems, hoping that there will be someone to provide a solu-
tion. However, not every question is answered. Eric Ray-
mond claimed that how an user asks a question is important.
Existing studies have presented ways to study the question
quality by textual, community-based or affective features. In
this paper, we investigated how affective features are related
to the question quality, and we found that using affective fea-
tures improves the prediction of question quality. Moreover,
Favorite Vote Count feature has the highest influence on our
prediction models.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the Internet has been in wide use, learning and

sharing knowledge have become easier through the World
Wide Web. Notably, a question answering service called
Stack Overflow, developed in 2008, has made a huge impact
on how developers are finding solutions to their problems.
By only querying with some keywords related to the prob-
lem, you can easily find an approach that someone has used
to solve the same or a similar problem.

The number of new members on Stack Overflow is grow-
ing exponentially, resulting in thousands of questions asked
daily. Of course, every question requires an answer, yet some
questions are ignored and are not answered. Moreover, ques-
tions asked by new users tend to not get an answer, which
in turn reduces the motivation of new users participating in
the community [17].

One approach to solving the problem might be improving
the way questions are written by using the Stack Overflow’s
guideline 1. Also, Eric S. Raymond, who wrote “The Cathe-
dral and the Bazaar” [16], suggested how to write questions

1http://stackoverflow.com/help/how-to-ask
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in open community forums 2. These guidelines could make
users know how to ask a question according to the rules and
regulations, which could lead to a reduction in the number
of unanswered questions.

In this paper, we study the impact of affective features on
the question quality. We conduct an experiment using Stack
Overflow dataset provided for MSR2015 Challenge 3. From
the dataset, we extract textual, community-based and af-
fective features(positive sentiment, negative sentiment, and
politeness), and then we build models to identify the unan-
swered questions. Then we apply Scott-Knott test to reveal
what feature is the most influential in our models. Using a
sampled dataset of 38,231 questions, we have answered the
following two research questions.

RQ1: Do affective features affect the question qual-
ity?
From our experiment we found that using only affective fea-
tures to train a model results in bad performance, but select-
ing affective features as one of the feature aspects to training
a model improves the model’s performance.
RQ2: How important are affective features to the
question quality?
The result from the Scott-Knott analysis showed that, one of
the affective features, namely Politeness, is grouped in the
second highest rating. Although not the highest-ranking
feature, affective features are important and improve the
performance of a model to identify the question quality.

This paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 introduces
the background and discusses the related work. Section 3
provides the design of our experiments, and section 4 de-
scribes our case study and the results. Section 5 discusses
the threats to validity of our work. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes this paper and describes the future work.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Existing studies proposed approaches to extract new knowl-

edge from Stack Overflow [2, 10, 14, 15, 19].
Trying to understand more about Stack Overflow, Hon-

sel et al. [10] asked a group of developers and summed up
their myths about the site. From the distilled nine myths,
researchers statistically checked them and found that four
of them are true. They found that answered questions are

2http://www.catb.org/esr/faqs/smart-questions.html
3http://2015.msrconf.org/challenge.php



asked by users with high reputation and get highly voted.
Next, duplicated questions have high probability to get the
answer. Last, new users tend to violate the rules more
than experienced users. Their findings convinced us that
community-based features have an impact on the question
quality. Treude et al. [19] studied how programmers ask
and answer questions, by categorizing questions into groups,
labeling them, and doing statistical analysis on the Stack
Overflow dataset. They found that “how-to”, “review, con-
ceptual”and“how to / novice”questions are more frequently
answered.

One of our research topics of interest is the unanswered
questions in Stack Overflow. Ponzanelli et al. [15] used con-
tent of a post and community-based features to create a
model that can identify and filter a low quality, unanswered
question. From their experimental result, their approach
can reduce the size of review queues by identifying ques-
tions that are misclassified. Rather than identifying unan-
swered questions, Asaduzzaman et al. [2] presented an ap-
proach to predict how long does a question remain unan-
swered by using question’s text-based and community-based
features. Novielli et al. [14] proposed another approach
to study the unanswered questions. They conducted a re-
search to understand the role of emotions in Stack Overflow.
They built a logistic regression model to identify successful
questions that get an accepted answer using post proper-
ties, social factors and affective factors as independent vari-
ables. Their affective factors consist of sentiment and affec-
tive word classes that reveal positive or negative emotion be-
hind the text. Our study investigates the impact of textual
and community-based features to predict a question that is
likely to not get an answer. Furthermore, we also focus on
affective features such as sentimentality and politeness.

2.1 Sentimental Analysis
Natural language processing research commonly uses a

sentimental analysis approach to identify a sentence that is
positive, negative, or neutral. Thelwall et al. [18] proposed
SentiStrength 4 as a measure of positive and negative senti-
ment from text. Positive strength scores range from “+1”
(not positive) to “+5” (extremely positive). In contrary,
negative strength scores range from “-1” (not negative) to
-5 (extremely negative). For example, “I really love you but
dislike your cold sister” contains both positive and negative
sentiments in this sentence. “love” in the sentence is scored
as “+3” as a positive sentiment from SentiStregth, and then
emphasized by a booster word “really”, that increases the
score by “+1”. In total, the positive strength of this sen-
tence is “+4”. On the other hand, “dislike” is scored as “-3”
as a negative sentiment and is the most negative word in the
sentence, so the negative strength of this sentence is“-3”. Fi-
nally, this sentence sentiment strength is [+4,-3]. Without
processing positive and negative sentiment analysis in paral-
lel, some important information can be lost. The feature is
also introduced by researchers that study the Stack Overflow
dataset [3, 6, 9, 14, 17, 20].

2.2 Politeness
Politeness is a central force in communication, arguably

as basic as the pressure to be truthful, informative, rele-
vant, and clear [5, 8, 12]. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. [7]

4http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/

Table 1: Summary of the studied data
Data

Dump
Percentage

Sampled
Dataset

Questions with
an accepted answer

4,596,859 57.53% 21,995

Questions
- without accepted
answer

2,472,706 30.94% 11,829

- with no answer 921,222 11.53% 4408
Total 7,990,787 100% 38,232

proposed an approach to calculate politeness of the input
text. For any given text, the extracted result is one of the
two possible outcomes: polite and impolite. They conducted
an experiment using Wikipedia and Stack Overflow datasets
and studied the relation between politeness and social power.
Interestingly, they found a negative correlation between po-
liteness and reputation on Stack Overflow, as users at the
top of the reputation scale are less polite than those at the
bottom.

3. EXPERIMENT SETTING
To understand the impact of affective features to pre-

dict unanswered questions, we describe the measurement ap-
proach for our target features and the evaluation approach.

3.1 Dataset
We use the Stack Overflow data dump provided for MSR

Challenge 2015 [21]. The data dump consists of 8 tables:
badge, comment, posthistory, postlinks, posts, tags, users
and votes. In our study, we randomly sampled 38,232 from
7,990,787 questions, keeping the same ratio between ques-
tions with and without accepted answer, as shown in table 1.

3.2 Definition of Good or Bad Question
Getting the right answer or solution to a problem is final

goal for every user who asks questions. In Stack Overflow,
users could accept an answer that is the best solution to
their problem. Even if a question got many feedbacks as an
answer, those answers might not be useful for users. In this
study, we define a high-quality question that has an accepted
answer.Novielli et al. [14] and Treude et al. [19] also have
used the accepted answer to evaluate good questions.

3.3 Methodology
To investigate the impact of affective features on the ques-

tion quality, our approach has two main parts, preprocessing
and data analysis, shown in figure 1.

3.3.1 Preprocessing
To use the provided Stack Overflow dataset for our study,

first, we need to preprocess raw data. Our preprocessing
process contains two steps.
(Preprocessing : Data sampling) As a preliminary study,
we reduce the size of the dataset, because it would take too
much time to measure our target features from each ques-
tion. In order to select a subset that will be an effective
representative of all questions, we analyze a statistically rep-
resentative sample of questions. To obtain proportion esti-
mates that are within 5% bounds of the actual proportion
(7,990,787 questions) with a 95% confidence level, we ran-
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Figure 1: An overview of our preprocessing (P) and data analysis (DA).

domly select a sample of size s = z2p(1−p)

0.052
, where p is the

proportion that we want to estimate and z = 1.96. Since we
did not know the proportion in advance, we use p = 0.5. We
further correct for the finite population of questions P using
ss = s

1+ s−1
P

to sample for our analysis. Finally, we sampled

38232 questions. The number of answered questions and
unanswered questions of sampled dataset are shown below
in table 1.
(Preprocessing 2: Extract features) To train a model,

we measure 31 features in terms of text-based, community-
based, and affective features. Table 2 shows our target fea-
tures list.
Textual Aspect. Previous study [2] found that not only
“Fails to attract an expert member”, but“Too short, unclear,
vague or hard to follow” is also one of the top characteristics
of unanswered questions. Their finding persuades us to in-
clude textual features in our study. From each question, we
extract the textual features that consist of 10 features as de-
scribed below. Content Length, Sentence Count and Word
Count are directly extracted from question content after fil-
tering out the code section. Then, we process the content to
get standardized readability metrics(Coleman Liau Index,
Flesch-Kincaid, Flesch Reading Ease, Gunning Fox, SMOG
and ARI ). Finally, for code section, we use the Line Of Code
as it can represent how much code user put into the ques-
tion.
Community-based Aspect. In Stack Overflow, badge and
reputation represent how well user performed and contributed
to the community. To earn a high reputation or get a badge,
users not only require technical expertise but also have to
regularly participate and answer as many questions as pos-
sible. On the other hand, asking a poor quality question or
extremely off topic questions would likely get bad feedback
and be deleted5. To calculate the Reputation of the user
at question creation time, we consider votes and badges re-
ceived as proposed by [15]. We also calculate Answer Badge,
Question Badge and Vote of the user who asked the question
at the question creation time. Finally, we also include Tag
Count as one of the features.
Affective Aspect. How you write the question will affect
how users perceive it. Using positive, gentle and polite state-

5http://stackoverflow.com/help/deleted-questions

ment will increase your chances of getting a useful answer,
so we use sentiment and politeness of a question as features.
We use SentiStrength to extract both Positive and Negative
Sentiment and use the approach proposed by [7] to extract
Politeness of a question.

3.3.2 Data Analysis
With the preprocessed dataset, we first train models. From

those models, we then analyze their performance, and mea-
sure the influence each feature has to the question quality.
Our data analysis can be divided into three steps as de-
scribed below.
(Data Analysis 1: Train models) To train our mod-
els, we conduct 10-fold cross validation with random forest
algorithm [4], implemented by R using bigrf package [13]6.
We repeat the process 100 times, which results in 1,000 sce-
narios.We conduct experiments on 7 different environment
settings shown in table 3.
(Data Analysis 2: Evaluate model performance) To
evaluate the model performance, we use the traditional in-
formation retrieval evaluation metrics, precision, recall and
F-measure.
(Data Analysis 3: Analyze influence of features)
Aiming to find the most influential features in our models,
we compute variable important score using the varimp func-
tion from bigrf R package [13]. High important score shows
that the feature has high influence on our models. Then,
we apply Scott-Knott test [1]. The test will cluster the fea-
tures according to statistically significant difference in their
mean ranks. The algorithm is provided by the ScottKnott
R package [11].

4. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we present the results of our experiment

with respect to our research questions.

RQ1: Do affective features affect the question qual-
ity?

We answer this research question with the model perfor-
mance evaluation result. Table 3 shows the evaluation result
of our prediction model. The result of TA (Textual fea-

6https://cran.r-project.org/package=bigrf



Table 2: Our target features list
Aspects Feature Description
Textual Content Length The length of the question content in characters, excluding <code> section

LOC Line of code written in <code> section
Sentence Count The number of sentences in the question, excluding <code> section
Word Count The number of words in the question, excluding <code> section

Automated Reading Index 4.71 · (
characters

words
) + 0.5 · (

words

sentences
) − 21.43

Coleman Liau Index
0.588 · L − 0.296 · S − 15.8 where L is average number of letters per 100 words, S
is the average number of sentences per 100 words

Flesch Kincaid Grade Level 0.39 ·
totalwords

totalsentences
+ 11.8 ·

totalsyllables

totalwords
− 15.9

Flesch Reading Ease Score 206.835 − 1.015 ·
totalwords

totalsentences
− 84.6 ·

totalsyllables

totalwords

Gunning Fox Index 0.4[
words

sentences
+ 100 ·

complexwords

words
]

SMOG Grade 1.0430 ·
√

polysyllables ·
30

sentences
+ 3.1291

Community-based Reputation Reputation of the user when he/she asked the question
Answer Badge Count The number of answer badges in total which user obtained before he/she asked

the question
Question Badge Count The number of question badges in total which user obtained before he/she asked

the question
Tag Count The number of tags which user assigned when he/she asked the question
Accepted Answer Count The number of accepted answers which user obtained before he/she asked the

question
Up Vote Count The number of up votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Down Vote Count The number of down votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Offensive Vote Count The number of offensive votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Favorite Vote Count The number of favorite votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Close Vote Count The number of close votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Reopen Vote Count The number of reopen votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Bounty Start Vote Count The number of bounty start votes which user obtained before he/she asked the

question
Bounty Close Vote Count The number of bounty close votes which user obtained before he/she asked the

question
Deletion Vote Count The number of deletion votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Undeletion Vote Count The number of undeletion votes which user obtained before he/she asked the ques-

tion
Spam Vote Count The number of spam votes which user obtained before he/she asked the question
Moderator Review Vote Count The number of moderator review votes which user obtained before he/she asked

the question
Approve Edit Vote Count The number of approved edit suggestions which user obtained before he/she asked

the question
Affective Politeness Feature which identify the politeness of the question as proposed by [7]

Positive Sentiment The positive sentiment score which extracted using SentiStrength
Negative Sentiment The negative sentiment score which extracted using SentiStrength

Table 3: Evaluation Result
Features Precision Recall F-measure
T 0.426 0.355 0.387
C 0.406 0.336 0.365
A 1.000 0.032 0.061
TC 0.421 0.402 0.411
TA 0.437 0.353 0.390
CA 0.427 0.786 0.552
TCA 0.418 0.666 0.513

tures and Affective features), CA (Community-based fea-
tures and Affective features) and TCA (All features) are
improved compared to not using affective features. Though
our results require further improvement for practical use,
we found that though using only affective features results in
bad performance, using them as one of the features to train
a model improves the model’s performance.
RQ2: How important are affective features to the
question quality?
To address this research question, we apply Scott-Knott test

to the model with the highest F-measure score, trained by
community-based and affective features. Scott-Knott then
groups the features and ranks them according to their vari-
able importance scores shown in table . The result shows
that Favorite Vote Count is the only feature in the cluster
that has the highest rank, indicating that it has the highest
influence to our models.

5. DISCUSSION
In Stack Overflow, 42.47% of the questions do not have an

accepted answer, from which 11.53% have no answer at all.
Unanswered questions cause bad user experience as studied
in [17]. Of course, our study could only extract the exter-
nal features: Content Length, sentence or word count, and
readability features. However, we cannot understand the
meaning of the question content and make any recommen-
dation of how to fix it. In particular, as presented by [2], it
is not always about how you ask the question or how much
detail you explain in the question, but the question itself
is just “Too hard, too specific or too time consuming”. We
consider that to be able to completely solve this problem,
further studies are required.



Table 4: Result from Scott-Knott: Ranks of features
according to their variable importance
Group Features % of rating

1 Favorite Vote Count 8.300%

2

Answer Badge Count
Up Vote Count
Moderator Review Vote Count
Politeness
Undeletion Vote Count

7.992%
7.991%
7.971%
7.967%
7.955%

3

Tag Count
Negative Sentiment
Accepted Answer Count
Bounty Close Vote Count
Bounty Start Vote Count
Reopen Vote Count
Deletion Vote Count
Approve Edit Vote Count
Close Vote Count

7.936%
7.927%
7.927%
7.925%
7.924%
7.922%
7.922%
7.905%
7.876%

4
Question Badge Count
Down Vote Count

7.693%
7.681%

5 Positive Sentiment 7.531%

5.1 Threats to Validity
External Validity. We sampled 38,232 from 7,990,787
question because processing the whole Stack Overflow dataset
requires too much time and computational power. In addi-
tion, we conducted an experiment only on Stack Overflow
dataset. While we believe that our results from Stack Over-
flow with large community and many questions would be
common findings, the other communities such as Yahoo An-
swers 7 might get new findings.
To train our models, we use 31 features from three differ-
ent aspects (textual, community-based and affective). Our
features cover various dimensions for our model. However,
we may have overlooked some other features that may also
improve the performance of our models. For example, the
question topics might contribute our model to improve the
performance. In our future work, we would like to look for
the useful features to improve our prediction model.

6. CONCLUSION
To understand the impact of various aspect features on

the question quality and which feature has the highest influ-
ence, we built prediction models that predict if a question
is likely to get no answer. From summarized evaluation re-
sult, we can conclude that community-based and affective
features play an important role in the question quality iden-
tification. In addition, our Scott-Knott result shows that
Favorite Vote Count from community-based features is the
most influential feature. To identify the question quality, we
can know beforehand if a question is likely to get an answer
or not. In future, we could guide or recommend them on
how to edit their question.
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